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In his paper with the above title, Ben-
net B. Murdock, Jr. (1960) makes some
quantitative predictions of the shape of
the bowed serial position curve:

Ideally the applicability of the D scale to
the serial position curve would be determined
by comparing its predictive power to that of
other theories. Unfortunately, however, no
other theories have been worked out in suf-
ficient detail to permit quantitative predic-
tions to be made (p. 26).

As Murdock himself points out, such
predictions have been made with Hullian
theory (Hull, Hovland, Ross, Hall, Per-
kins, & Fitch, 1940)—although not a
priori. They have also been made by
Atkinson (1957) with what might be
described as a stochastic version of Hul-
lian theory. In both cases, good fits are
achieved, but the convincingness of the
results is diminished by the fact that sev-
eral parameters are available for adjust-
ment of the fit.

The authors of this note have, however,
proposed an alternative theory which,

" like Murdock's contains no adjustment
parameters, and hence can be subjected
to rather severe test in flitting it to the
observed data. Unfortunately, the theory
has only been described thus far in an
unpublished thesis (Feigenbaum, 1959)
and an equally unpublished dittoed mem-
orandum (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1958)
partly because a paper on it was rejected
a year ago by the Editor of the Psycho-
logical Reviciv. (We are mentioning,
not contesting, the action.)

Our purpose in this note is to give
some quantitative predictions from our
theory that may be compared with Mur-
dock's predictions and with data, so that
the relative predictive powers of the
theories may be tested. We shall refrain
from comment on the structure of any
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of the theories except insofar as this is
relevant to the prediction problem.

Our theory, like Hull's and Atkinson's,
predicts the shape of the serial position
curve in terms of percentage of total
errors at each serial position instead of
percentage of total correct responses at
each position—the measure Murdock
uses. As Murdock observes, the shape
of the curve in terms of correct responses
will vary with,degree of learning. This
is known to be empirically true (see, for
example, Hull et al., 1940, p. 183). It
is also known empirically, and can be
predicted from our theory, that the shape
of the curves will vary, but only slightly,
with such parameters as difficulity of list
and presentation rate. In order to use
any of these theories to predict the cor-
rect-response curve, we must specify the
criterion to which the list is learned, and
the average number of trials to criterion.
The predictions that follow apply to lists
that are learned to the criterion of one
correct anticipation and that are of such
difficulty that the number of trials to
criterion equals the number of syllables.
Quantitatively, the latter condition is not
very important, but the former is. 1

Briefly, our theory is that the bowing
of the curve is a consequence of the
strategy the subject adopts (consciously
or not) in the learning task. In the
absence of contrary instructions from the
experimenter or striking inhomogeneities
in the list, a subject will first learn the
initial list items, then will work from
the two ends of the list as "anchor

» Murdock's theory only predicts for one
degree of learning and does not specify what
degree this is. Our theory, like Hull's and
Atkinson's, makes specific predictions for
any criterion and predicts that the bowing of
the curve will decrease with degree of
learning.
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* TABLE 1

Predicted Serial Position Curves for Lists of 8-15 Items
("Anchor Point" Theory)

Length of List
Serial

Position
10 n 12 u 14 15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

22.2
19.4
12.5
9.7
6.9
6.9
9.7

12.5

20.0
17.7
11.7
9.3
7.4
5.5
7.4
9.3

11.7

18.2
16.4
11.4
9.5
6.8
5.0
5.0
6.8
9.5

11.4

16.5
15.0
10.9
9.3
6.5
5.0
4.8
5.0
6.5
9.3
10.9

15.0
13.8
10.5
9.2
6.2
5.0
4.7
4.7
5.0
6.2
9.2

10.5

14.1
13.0
10.0
8.9
6.2
5.2
4.3
3.8
4.3
5.2
6.2
8.9

10.0

13.3
12.4
9.6
8.7
6.3
5.3
4.1
3.1
3.1
4.1
5.3
6.3
8.7
9.6

12.6
11.0
9.3
8.6
6.2
5.2
4.0
3.5
2.9
3.5
4.0
5.2
6.2
8.6
9.3

Note.—Entries are percentages of total correct responses for list of each length.

points," selecting the next items to be of errors, Wr', the subject will make on
learned at random from either anchor the rth syllable, which is equal to the
point. The manner in which we obtain number of learning trials prior to the
the numerical predictions in Table 1 is trial on which that syllable is learned,
spelled out below. A much more detailed will be proportional to r :
account of the process is available in two
previous reports (Feigenbaum, 1959; Wr =mr LI J
Feigenbaum & Simon, 1958). , . .. ... ___t_._i._*» . , |. .. 7 tvvi. 1 where mis a proportionality constant,The numerical predictions in Table 1 *___,*" -a a u tua ♦;.„» „<„- f-tol._ . , , „r ... „ equal to k divided by the time per trial.
were obtained as follows: We assume the J . . ' , . r„_^„_■„ .„ , , , ■ ,„i , The numerical value of mis a function,syllables will be learned in an orderly

cours d; rf .
sequence, each syllable requiring a certain rate oa
processing time say *. Each syl able P

we(s) can be identified by its serial order, = fa
in the list as presented by the expert- £ ' re we

menter, and also by the order, r, in which . _ jf . '■T . , ' , , , , " c- i will have for A*, the number of trials to
it is learned by the subject. Since learn- ;" .
ing takes place from both ends of the criterion:

list, these two orders will not, in general, __ m, J- \ — m j_+ \ [2]
be identical. Thus, s{ , the x'th syllabic in
order of presentation, may be the same Then the number of correct responses,
syllable as s/, the rth syllable in order c/, the subject will make on the rth
of learning. (Technically, the list of syl- syllable, is :
lables in order of learning is a permuta-
tion of the original list.) C/ = N- W,' = mL + 1 - mr

Let 7'/ be the time that elapses before = 1 -J- m(J_ -r) [3]
the first successful response to syllable
V—that is, until the rtli syllable is Finally, c/, the percentage of total cor-
learned. Then T- kr, and the number ' rcct responses made on the rth syllabic,
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> will be: TABLEE 2

Predicted and Obtained Results
BUGELSKI (1950)FROM

L+m(L*-_2r) Serial
Position

Predicted
(Murdock)

Predicted
(F & S)

Actual
(Bugclski)

1 22.9 22.2 23.8
2 14.0 19.4 18.1

12.53 10.4 12.3
4 9.2 9.7 9.2
5 9.2 6.9 7.9
6 10.0 6.9 6.7
7 11.4 9.7 B.')
8 12.9 12.5 13.1

It will be seen from Equation 4 that
c/ depends only weakly on m. In our
calculations, we have assumed m = l.

Note.—l-Entries in tabic are percentages.

To apply this result we must calculate
the rank, r0 of the ith syllable in order
of presentation, as determined by our
theory.

It should be possible, with empirical data,
to choose between the two theories, be-
cause the predictions differ systematically
in several respects. In general, ourWe assume that the immediate memory

capacity is two syllables (the results do
not depend in any sensitive way on this
assumption). Then the first two syllables
in the list will be learned first (will have
rank, r = l and r = 2, respectively), fol-
lowed either by the last two syllables on
the list, or by Syllables 3 and 4, each
with probability %. Then, subsequent
pairs will be chosen from the beginning
and end of the list of those not yet
learned, always with probability V_. The
result is that in a list of 12 syllables the
third syllable, for example, will have a
probability of % of being the third syl-
lable in order of learning, a probability
of V_ of being the fifth syllable, a prob-
ability of % of being seventh, and of V__
of being ninth or eleventh. Averaging
these ranks, weighted by their respective
probabilities, we find that the average
rank of the third syllable is r3 = 4.875.

If we now substitute r3 = 4.875, m = 1,
and L= 12 in Equation 4, we obtain
c_' = .105, the value in Table 1 for list
length 12. The other values in the table
are obtained in the same way. To see
how insensitive the result is to the value
of m, we observe that for m = 2, the same

theory predicts more bowing for long
lists than does Murdock's. We invite
experimenters, as does Murdock, to gen-
erate some data that can be used to test
these predictions.

In Table 2, we compare our predictions
for a list of eight syllables with the pre-
dictions of Murdock's theory and with
the empirical data he provides in his
Table 6. In the case of five of the eight
serial positions, our prediction is better
than his; in the case of three positions,
his is better. The mean absolute error
of his predictions is 1.8 percentage points,
while the mean absolute error of our
predictions is only .8 percentage points.
His maximum error is 4.1 percentage
points; ours is 1.6 percentage points.
Thus our maximum error is less than his
average error, and about equal to his
median error. In this single test, we
conclude that our theory predicts the data
better than the theory based on distinc-
tiveness.
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In Table 1, we use our theory to
make predictions that may be compared
with those of Table 5 in Murdock's paper.

C/ = Cr'/2Cr'
1 + m<L- r)

t_ 1 + m'L - r)

l/« + (L - r)
L/m + _UL7* - L) L J

calculation gives c3' = .106.
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A BIOCHEMICAL APPROACH TO LEARNING AND MEMORY
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The problem of learning and memory
has been one of the most important areas
of investigation for the psychologist for
many years. Recently there have been a
number of attempts to specify the neuro-
logical structure which is modified during
learning and which provides the basis
for memory. It appears that the site
which has been emphasized most fre-
quently by theorists is the synapse. Hebb
(1949) maintained that reverberatory
circuits may provide the basis for short
term memory whereas long term memory
requires neural growth at synaptic junc-
tions'; his cell assemblies and phase se-
quences furnish the basis for all simple
and complex functions. Somewhat simi-
lar ideas (stripped of cell assemblies and
phase sequences) were expressed by a
number of individuals at the Hixon Sym-
posium (Jeffress, 1951) and at the
Laurentian Symposium (Delayfresnaye,
1954). Gerard (1953) mentioned a num-
ber of events which he believed might
provide the synaptic changes which facili-
tate learning and maintain memory, viz.,
swelling of synaptic nerve fiber end-bulbs
while conducting impulses, alterations of
potential, actual neural growth at synapse,
and changes in nerve proteins. Ecclcs
(1958) presented a somewhat similar
view. Krech and his collaborators at the
University of California have conducted
a series of experiments combining the

1 Now at Kansas State University.

biochemical and psychological approaches
and have emphasized that experience and
training may significantly alter the con-
centration of brain cholinesterase (Ben-
nett, Krech, Rosenzweig, Karlsson, Dye,
& Ohlander, 1958; Bennett, Rosenzweig,
Krech, Karlsson, Dye, & Ohlander, 1958;
Krech, Rosenzweig, & Bennett, 1956,
1959; Krech, Rosenzweig, Bennett, &
Longueil, 1959; Rosenzweig, Krech, &
Bennett, 1956). These individuals have
hypothesized that transmission of neural
impulses is accomplished by the discharge
of actylcholine from presynaptic neurons.
Inactivation of acetylcholine by cholin-
esterase (as soon as the former stimulates
the postsynaptic neuron) preserves dis-
crete transmission of impulses. Their
experimental work lends credence to
this hypothesis. Overton (1958, 1959a,
1959b) stated that calcium displacement
at the synapse, during acetycholine-
cholinesterase activity, forms the basis
for memory. Likewise, he reported re-
search which favors his hypothesis.

That some synaptic change is important
for learning and memory is generally
accepted. However, it is possible that
these synaptic changes facilitate or set

off reactions which allow changes to oc-
cur elsewhere in the nerve cell. Recently
Halstead (1951) favored the hypothesis
that nucleoproteins are the substances
which have the ability to act as templates
on which replica molecules are formed,
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